**IMMUNOPOLY**

**Child's Game for Your Life!**

**Families’**

- Roll a number to advance through life.
- Get $200 allowance.
- Draw Chance card.
- Buy Healthcare. Pay $200 co-pay per hospital visit.
- Renfrew Eating Disorder Clinic. Lovelace Clinic.
- You sneezed all over the keyboard at school. Lose 1 turn.
- You made sure the food was cooked properly. Jump ahead 2 spaces.
- You washed your hands and prevented a cold. Receive $100 from each player.
- Go to primary care doctor for annual check-up to get vaccinations. Move ahead 4 spaces.
- Draw Chance card. Go back 3 spaces.
- You quit smoking and prevented your next hospital visit. Collect $50.
- HOSPITAL. Child develops an earache. Go to hospital. Lose 1 turn.
- You made sure the food was cooked properly. Jump ahead 2 spaces.
- You washed your hands and prevented a cold. Receive $100 from each player.
- Go to primary care doctor for annual check-up to get vaccinations. Move ahead 4 spaces.
- Draw Chance card. Go back 3 spaces.
- You had a healthy year with no hospital visits. Get healthcare bonus. Collect $20 per month for 1 year.
- Congress votes on nationalized healthcare. Taxes go up $150.
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- You had a healthy year with no hospital visits. Get healthcare bonus. Collect $20 per month for 1 year.
- It is now 2012. Congress votes on nationalized healthcare. Taxes go up $150.